
SPECIAL NOTICES.

WITH THIS NUMBER bills will be sent to those who have now been
receiving the JOURNAL for many months-some from the com-
raencement-and have not yet paid. The editor earnestly and
respectfully requests that there will be a general and favorable re-
sPonse to the little reminder-that our friends will remit without
delay. We are incurring great expense in publishing, and shall be
ftrm necessity obliged, very reluctantly of course, to discontinue
sending to those long in arrears who do not remit soon. We desire
very much to enlarge the JOURNAL at an early day ;-whether we
can do so or not depends on our friends in this respect. Please
think over this and don't procrastinate a day in the little matter,-
httle to each, but much in the aggregate.

THE EDITOR invites gueries for insertion on all subjects connected
with Public Health, and solicits answers to them from the readers
Of the JOURNAL. This 'intercommunication' might in this way be
nlade a most valuable department of the magazine.

THE EDITOR desires not to be held responsible for anything
which appears in the JOURNAL not from his own pen.

FUTURITIAL.-The next number of the SANITARY JOURNAL will
Ontain a paper on Ozone, and extracts from lectures on " Individual
iYgiene " by Dr. Southy, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London,

an on " Fashion and its Penalties " by Dr. Atlee, of Philadelphia.
HE BATHS.-We have visited the Turkish and Vapor Baths'

stablishment, on Queen Street west, and through the kindness of
r.t Diamond, the manager, have had the pleasure of an inspection

the entire establishment. It is complete in every part, con-
ellently, comfortably, and even elegantly fitted up, and is wellventilated and warmed. We trust that it will receive the patronageto which it is really entitled, as it is an almost indispensible con-Venlience.

SEE THE ADVERTISEMENT of Mr. West, of the Golden Boot, in
his JOURNAL, and make a note of it before going shopping in that
nire.

.IHE FOLLOWING WORK IS ANNOUNCED: " Micro-Photographs in
.'stology, Normal and Pathological." By Carl Seiler, M. D., in con-
JUfction with J. Gibbons Hunt, M. D., and Joseph G. Richardson,' D. The high scientific standing of these medical gentlemen is8 "$cient guarantee of its value to the profession. It is the only
Publication of its kind, and is intended to replace the microscope, as

as possible, for those who have neither time nor opportunity to
ake observations for themselves. It will be issued in monthly
uInbers: J. H. Coates & Co., Philadelphia, U. S.

tE, ' PURPOSE OF THE SANITARY JOURNAL is to diffuse a knowledge of sani-
rr science....- knowledge of the causes of diseases and of the means of avoiding
nIednoving these causes ; to arouse public attention and the attention of the

'Cal profession to the vast amount of preventable disease prevailing ; topa te Sanitary Legisiation ; to discuss, in short, all questions pertaining to
ere c health, water supply, ventilation, drainage, food, clothing, bathmng,

cise, &c., &c. 3


